### DECLARATION OF PERFORMANCE
of Cabling Assemblies

**BS EN 50575:2014** of the European Union.
This document must be made available to the public

Author: The Siemon Company

Manufacturer: The Siemon Company

Intended Use: Data Copper Communication Cable in buildings and other civil engineering works with the objective of limiting the generation and spread of fire and smoke.

---

**Part Number** | **Cable** | **System(s) of AVCP** | **Declared Performances** | **Standards & Testing**
---|---|---|---|---
9T7J4-E10-(XXX) | S/FTP CAT7A 23AWG 4pairs LSOH-3-25 | CPR Not. Body No.: 2661 System, 3 | **CLASS D** | Tested by Notified Body(ies)

[BS EN 60332-1-2 Flame Propagation](#)| [BS EN 50399 Smoke](#) | [Dca-s1a, d2, a1](#) |

____

CLASS Eca or Dca under **BS EN 50575:2014** does not require any FPC activity, no audit testing or sample selection is carried out, and no certificate of constancy of performance is issued.

The performance of the product(s) identified above is in conformity with the set of declared performance/s.

This declaration of performance is issued in accordance with CPR No 305/2011, under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer identified above.

Signed for and on behalf of the manufacturer by:

**Name:** Syed Razvi  
**Position:** Electrical Engineer  
**Date:** 9/15/2021

Signature: Syed Razvi